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The IT landscape is changing at a rapid pace and is becoming more and more
dependent on reliable, “state of the art” data center services. Federal CIO’s, IT Directors
and Corporate IT professionals are facing budget constraints, staffing shortages and
overall downsizing requirements. All of these aforementioned situations could impact
their ability to meet their stringent service delivery responsibilities. Alpha Technologies
provides Executive level leadership and IT experts that can assist with or perform
mission critical service level processing requirements at our “state of the art” DC1
Location. Alpha Technologies can provide a wide range of Information Technology and
date center services and meet customer expectations and Service Level Agreements.
The Federal and Corporate IT landscape today has many CIO’s and Executives
focused on reducing overall IT costs and complexities moving more to an OPEX vs.
CAPEX operational budget. Many IT professionals are examining transformational
infrastructural moves into Cloud operational environments as well to cut costs and
provide better customer service. In any of these approaches it has been proven to be
easier said than done. Alpha Technologies provides expert support in any of these
areas for clients facing shrinking Information Technology budgets and increased
pressure on IT organizations to reduce costs, improve business value, and perform at a
continuous high level. Alpha Technologies is ready to assist its Federal and Corporate
clients with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing data center consolidation/migration plan strategies
All aspects of Disaster Recovery and COOP planning activities
Cloud Migration planning and strategies
Operational Efficiency reviews

5. Transformational solutions to more effective operations
6. Assist with reducing overall IT costs and complexities
7. Managed operational, NOC and SOC Services
8. Business Process re-engineering
9. Designing and implementing enterprise architectures
10. Help agencies to co-locate tier infrastructure components into Alpha’s DC1
Data Center consolidation and recognizing and implementing operational
efficiencies can be difficult. Alpha Technologies with its leadership team and
team of IT experts is ready to assist Federal CIO’s and IT executives and
Corporate IT staffs move to the next level by hosting their computer processing
needs in our DC1 facility. Let Alpha be your Service Provider and assume your
customer service processing burden.
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